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tioning kidneys; 1,880 (18.2%) were alive with non-func-
tioning transplants and were being maintained by dialysis;
and 3,543 (34.2%) had died. Those alive with functioning
transplants had survived on average 899 days since the opera-
tion. Sixty-two patients were reported to have undergone
successful pregnancies, but there are probably considerably
more such cases which were not reported. The proportion
of transplants from living donors has changed over the years
but is currently reported as about 37% in the U.S.A., 21%
in Europe, and less than 2% in Australia.
This brief statistical summary gives a very incomplete

picture but is enough to show that renal transplantation is
an established therapeutic procedure and that rejection of a
transplant does not preclude further treatment by dialysis.
These two procedures are liable to fail for quite different
reasons and they should be regarded as complementary.
There will be a few patients for whom only one possibility
is open, but for the great majority the important thing is to
ensure that the two are combined in the best possible way.
The ability to achieve this balance must be the first considera-
tion in deciding whether and where and when new transplanta-
tion centres should be developed.
The second matter to be considered in deciding transplant

priorities is the possibility of obtaining suitable cadaver
kidneys in adequate numbers. This is partly a national
problem, and it is disappointing that the Health Departnents
appear to have been so dilatory in tackling it. It seems absurd,
for example, that the legal interpretation of the Tissue
Grafting Act still remains arguable,2 so that there is no
general agreement on what is meant by "the person in charge
of the body," or whether a surgeon is obliged to seek the
consent of some (or all?) of the relatives when, before his
death, the deceased has signified in writing that he wishes
his organs to be made available for use as transplants. There
is, however, also a local problem, and the extent to which
neurosurgeons and others responsible for the care of dying
patients are prepared to co-operate with transplant teams varies
from one hospital to another.

There is still considerable variation in results even
between different centres in the same country, and this
certainly depends partly on experience. It is of interest that
in 1971 (the most recent year with full one-year follow-up
information) the results in the U.S.A. from centres which
performed more than 25 transplant operations in the year
were better than those from centres which performed fewer
than this. One must, however, also consider the criteria in
respect of age and general fitness which are applied in deter-
mining whether or not a patient is to be accepted for trans-
plantation. Some centres in Britain3 have reported results
far better than the national average, but their criteria are ex-
tremely strict. Others which, faut de mieux, are reluctant
to refuse people already rejected for long-term dialysis in-
evitably have a much higher transplant failure rate and mor-
tality, especially during the first month or two after operation.
When one is comparing results from different countries

with cadaver transplants another very important factor to be
considered is the quality of the organs. The propriety of
removing organs before the heart stops on the basis of a
diagnosis of cerebral death is an ethical question which needs
to be considered not only by the medical profession but by
the community as a whole. It is, on the other hand, a matter
of fact that where this is the custom the results are dis-
tinctly better.
One rather disappointing conclusion which emerges from

successive reports of the registry is that during the last five

years or so, despite a vast amount of research on tissue typing
and attempts to develop new immunosuppressive agents such
as antilymphocytic globulin, there has been no dramatic
change in the results-indeed probably no change which
cannot be accounted for by the use of better transplants and
fitter recipients or by increasing experience of the teams
concerned. But this is surely not so much a cause of reproach
as a spur to fresh endeavour.

'Advisory Committee of the Renal Transplant Registry, Journal of the
American Medical Association, 1973, 226, 1197.

2 British Medical_Journal, 1973, 3, 360.
3 Bell, P. R. F., et al., British Medical Journal, 1972, 4, 408.

Whatever Happened to
Brodrick?
For the latter part of the six years' gestation period of the
report of the Committee on Death Certification and Coro-
ners,. the somewhat theatrical phrase "Waiting for Brodrick"
was current in medicolegal circles. When in November 1971
the postmature and overweight report was finally delivered,
these mutterings were replaced by feverish discussion on the
part of many organizations concerned with medicolegal
matters and some months of expectant hopefulness ensued.
Now, two-and a-quarter years later, another theatrical phrase
seems justified: "Whatever happened to Brodrick ?"
The painstaking report, running to no fewer than 418

pages, presumably rests in peace in some Whitehall pigeon-
hole, with a thinner coating of the same dust settling upon
it as laid more heavily on the similar Wright Report2 of 1936.
A little of the latter report was incorporated into the coroners'
rules but so far nothing recommended in Brodrick has been
even started.
The Brodrick Committee was set up primarily in response

to the unease created by the B.M.A. publication Deaths in
the Community,3 aided by J. D. J. Havard's book The De-
tection of Secret Homicide.4 Though the report discounts
these factors which were instrumental in creating it, a great
deal of basic fact-finding and diligent research appears in the
document, as well as a commendable number of commonsense
recommendations which would improve the reliability of
death certification and eliminate many unnecessary inquests.
Almost all the B.M.A. proposals were accepted, with a few
important differences of opinion remaining, notably on the
provision of pathological services. No measure of agreement
is, however, of the slightest use unless Government action
follows, and so far there has been no sign of any Government
intention to put even the non-controversial recommendations
into effect.
The Brodrick Report dealt with a number of widely

separate matters, from the organization of the coroner system,
through death certification and disposal of the dead, to the
forensic pathology service. Some of these require more urgent
action than others and some recommendations can be put
into effect more easily than others. At present the higher
echelons of government have other things to think about than
the Brodrick Report, but this is not really relevant. Most
ofthe points made by Brodrick could be implemented without
a new Act of Parliament. Statutory instruments and regula-
tions made under the existing acts could deal with matters
such as certification and reorganization of pathological and
coroner services. The medical profession need hardly flatter
itself that matters such as this need the personal attention of
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the Prime Minister or Home Secretary: routine points of
evolution in governmental procedure are dealt with on a
much lower level in the corridors of Westminster.
Many of the matters concerning certification, disposal of

the dead, and the coroners' duties, though important, have
not changed for a great many years, and a further slight delay
would not be catastrophic. There is, however, one section of
legal medicine in Britain which is moribund, and unless re-
suscitation by some form of intensive care is rapidly applied
it will expire never to be replaced. This is the small specialty
of forensic pathology, which has got progressively smaller
over past years until now it is only just maintaining its ex-
istence in the university medical schools. The small number
of full-time forensic pathologists available for the police,
defence lawyers, and the teaching of forensic medicine is
growing smaller every year with retirements, deaths, and
illnesses. Excluded from the National Health Services in
1948, ignored by the Home Office except for a derisory re-
tainer, and shunned by many medical schools, their specialty
has shrunk progressively owing to an almost total lack of new
entrants. The few medical schools that tolerate a department
of forensic medicine usually look upon forensic pathology
as a public service rather than an academic discipline.
The Brodrick Report recommended that a financial con-

tribution from central funds should be made to universities
to support forensic medicine departments, partly to provide
a pool of expert advice in criminal and civil matters and
partly to relieve the present ignorance of newly-qualified
medical graduates of their legal responsibilities-a matter
which is causing the medical defence societies some concern.
At a time when there is a rising violent crime rate, police
forces are being reorganized, the forensic science laboratory
service is being expanded, and there is an all-round increase
in awareness of the need for more stringent law enforcement
it is paradoxical that one of the keystones of criminal in-
vestigation-forensic pathology-should be allowed to slide
into oblivion.

Unless someone in Whitehall blows the dust off the
report soon, it will not be a question of "Whatever happened
to Brodrick ?" but "Whatever happened to forensic
medicine ?"

Home Office. Report of the Committee on Death Certification and Coroners,
Cmnd. 4810. London, H.M.S.O., 1971.

2 Home Office. Report of the Departmental Committee on Coroners, Cmnd.
5070. London, H.M.S.O., 1936.

3 B.M.A. Deaths in the Community. London, B.M.A., 1964.
4 Havard, J. D. J., The Detection of Secret Homicide, Cambridge Studies

in Criminology, Vol. XI, 1960.

Vinyl Chloride and Cancer
The possible association between three cases of angiosarcoma
of the liver and exposure to vinyl chloride (CH2 CH2 C1) has
received considerable coverage in the press.1 2 Angiosarcoma
of the liver is a very rare disease, there being about 20 to 25
cases a year in the whole of the U.S.A. The American in-
dustrial concern B. F. Goodrich and Co. was therefore
alarmed3 to discover that in one of its factories where vinyl
chloride was used there had been one death from angio-
sarcoma of the liver in 1971 and two in 1973. These men had
worked with vinyl chloride for 15-28 years. Two further cases
of this form of cancer have since been reported4 among vinyl
chloride workers, one in the U.S.A. and one in Britain. These
tumours have come to light only because they arose in an

uncommon site for tumour induction in man. Had they
occurred in a tissue which more frequently gives rise to
cancer-for example, in the colon or lung-they would not
have been considered significant as an indication of possible
occupational cancer.

In addition to the possible neoplastic lesions workmen
chronically exposed to vinyl chloride monomer may develop a
sclerotic syndrome.5 This includes sclerotic changes in the
skin, with circulatory disturbances, osteolysis, thrombo-
cytopenia, marked fibrosis of the portal tract, and sometimes
impaired liver function. Oesophageal varices and pulmonary
insufficiency with signs of pulmonary constriction may be
present in some patients. Lange et al.5 have suggested that this
be called vinyl chloride disease.
The discovery of a cluster of cases of a rare tumour among

workmen in a particular industrial process strongly resembles
the original observations of bladder cancer induced by certain
aromatic amines6 and of scrotal cancer induced by soot.7 Now,
as then, much needs to be done before the association can be
proved or disproved. Further cases need to be found if the
association is to be strengthened. Vinyl chloride monomer is
only one of the many chemicals used in the plastics industry,
and it is possible that other contaminants of the working en-
vironment may play a part in the induction of these tumours.
Properly conducted retrospective and prospective epidemio-
logical surveys must be made; the first retrospective survey
is already under way. Experiments on animals originally
suggested that vinyl chloride is carcinogenic on the grounds
that 17 out of 25 rats given 30,000ppm of vinyl chloride in the
air for four hours a day five days a week developed8 tumours
of the "skin" and (to a lesser extent) possibly of the lungs
and bone tissue (osteochondromata). The skin tumours were
later diagnosed as arising in the acoustic duct, a fairly frequent
site for induced tumours in rats. Workers in Europe and
America have reproduced the induction of acoustic duct
tumours and produced evidence that rats develop both
angiosarcoma of the liver and nephroblastoma in response to,
treatment with vinyl chloride monomer. The minimum
effective dose in the air appears to be between 250ppm and
50ppm. Man may respond to higher or lower doses than these
rats-as may other species currently under test.

Meanwhile, responsible firms are warning their workpeople
of the possible hazard and doing their utmost to reduce
atmospheric levels of gaseous vinyl chloride monomer in the
workplace to the lowest levels possible. The current thresh-
hold limit value of 200ppm in the United Kingdom is higher
than the 50ppm recommended by Dow Chemicals Inc., and
it is clear that if vinyl chloride monomer is carcinogenic to
man very much low r levels will have to be enforced. The
past three decades have seen both great advances in chemical
engineering technique and an increasing awareness of the
undesirability of exposing men to noxious vapours, so that
the exposure to vinyl chloride monomer today may be only
a fraction of what has occurred in earlier years.
The manufacture of polyvinylchloride takes place in three

stages. Vinyl chloride monomer made by the reaction of the
gases, ethylene and chlorine, first passes to the polymerization
plant, where it is mixed with water, a plasticizer, and a cata-
lyst and reacted under pressure in an autoclave to produce a
slurry of polyvinyl chloride. This slurry is dried and further
processed to give a powder. Exposure of the workman is
greatest at the time of opening and cleaning the autoclaves,
and it is at this point that the most stringent precautions
appear to be required.
The public is exposed only to the polymer, polyvinyl-
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